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ABSTRACT. 

This paper intends to introduce one of the most popular Multi-Criteria Decision Making 

(MCDM) methods: the ‘Weighted product model’ (WPM), for botanical applications. Adopting this 

model, plants can be scored and ranked based on preferred characteristics and the plants with higher 

scores selected for a specific purpose. Initially, decision has to be made on the number and types of 

plant categories and characters that should be chosen for the particular experiment and given weights 

accordingly. The final weighted score for a plant is a measure of its utility for the purpose. 
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INTRODUCTION. 

Many a times, it becomes necessary to take an appropriate decision in the selection of an 

article from among many. Such decisions are usually taken considering the different criteria 

associated with the article, especially, its merits and demerits. Computational and mathematical tools 

are used for supporting the subjective evaluation of multiple criteria by decision-makers (Mardani, et 

al  2015)
1
. Multi-Criteria Decision Making (MCDM) is a scientific model that helps in decision 

making. MCDM is a standard term for all decision making methods that exist for assisting people to 

make decisions according to their inclinations, in cases where there is more than one conflicting 

criterion (Ho, 2008)
2
. Here, a scoring model is created that finally ranks the article from the others in 

the group considering its attributes or criteria. Some of the multi-criteria decision making methods 

are, the Weighted sum model (WSM), the Weighted product model (WPM), the Analytic hierarchy 

process (AHP), the ELECTRE and the TOPSIS. ‘The weighted product model’ (WPM) proposed by 

Triantaphyllou (2000)
3
 is one of the most popular MCDM methods. 

The weighted product model is based on weighted scores (according to order of their 

preference) assigned to the separate categories (different samples of a test) and their associated 

criteria (merits and demerits). First, the category score is calculated by summing the weighted scores 

for each criterion in the category and dividing by the sum of the weights for the criteria in the 

category.  A weighted category score is calculated by multiplying the category score by the category 

weight.  The final score is calculated by summing the weighted category scores and dividing by the 

sum of the category weights. 

The weighted product model can help in situations where it is necessary to evaluate different 

options. It is likely to assist in presenting the findings with absolute confidence and providing facts 

to back up the final choice. However, the crucial problem is how to assess a set of alternatives in 

terms of the number of criteria for a particular experiment. 

In this report, a case study is being presented wherein, the weighted product model has been 

adopted to select a group of plants from among different plant categories (herbs, shrubs and 

climbers) to set up a herbal garden consisting of medicinal plants with desirable attributes associated 

with their external appearance and medicinal value.  

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

For the study, information about a random sample of sixty two locally available plants was 

collected from literature (Krithikar and Basu, 2000
4
; Kumar and Nair, 2006

5
; Satyavatiet al,1987

6
 

and Chopra et al, 1956)
7
. Further selection of plants was based on weighted product method 

proposed by Triantaphyllou, (2000)
3
.   
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Higher plants belong to different categories or groups, such as trees, small trees, shrubs, 

climbers and herbs. These plant categories were assigned scores on a five point scale (weighted 

category scores) based on their importance for the specific purpose (related here to the construction 

of a herbal garden). The scores are as given below  

Trees – 1, Small trees – 2, Shrubs – 3, Climbers – 4, Herbs – 5. 

However, trees and small trees were avoided here due to the space constraint. About twenty 

two characters (morphological - 16 and medicinal - 6) were considered as the criteria and the 

character states were coded in their order of preference (client’s choice) for the purpose (weighted 

criteria scores).  

The category score was calculated by summing the weighted scores for each character in each 

category and dividing it by the sum of the weights for the characters in the category (category 

weight). The weighted category score was calculated by multiplying the category score by the 

category weight as shown below.   

RESULTS 

 Information pertaining to certain locally available medicinal plants (sixty two plants: herbs - 

29, climbers - 20 and shrubs - 13) was gathered. The plant names, codes and plant families to which 

they belong have been compiled here for reference 
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Table I: Details of plants considered for the study 

 
 

Since the number of plants (62) selected initially for the study was found to be high with 

respect to the area and layout of the study site (field location of the garden-both outdoor and indoor) 

considered presently, the number of plants had to be reduced further. Under such a circumstance a 

judicious decision had to be made regarding the choice of plants (herbs, climbersand shrubs) for the 

garden.  The weighted product method was thus adopted to screen out the more suited plants.  

As an example, the procedure adopted to select a small group of climbers from the total has 

been represented below 

Selection of climbers: 

The list of 22- [morphological (16) and medicinal (6)] characters that were used for the 

selection of climbers (11/ 20) from among the total (20 climbers selected initially) has been 

described.  The characters, character states and their scores are provided. The characters, character 

states and scores were slightly different for the herbs and shrubs but the procedure adopted for 

selection was similar.  
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Table II. Characters and character states with scores for climbers 

 

Thus from the sixty two medicinal plants listed (herbs-29, climbers 20, shrubs-13) a total of 

30 most suited plants (herbs-14/29, climbers-11/20 and shrubs-5/13) were selected for the study 

sites. 

The selection was based on high scores in the analysis using the weighted product method. 

Each of the thirty listed plants were scored as shown below using the character weight, character 

score and weighted score to get the final weighted score.  

A model of the scoring table for a particular climber, Clitoriaternatea is as shown below. The 

codes provided for the characters in the Table III can be traced back to the previous table (Table II). 
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Table III: Scoring of Clitoriaternatea (climber no. 4) [CW – Character weight; CT- Character type; Scr- Score of 

each characters; WS- Weighted score] 

 

Weighted score = CW ×Scr 

Category score = Total WS ÷ Total CW = 150 ÷ 60 = 2.5  

Final weighted score = Category score × Category weight = 2.5 × 4 = 10 

A summary sheet of the scores and ranks assigned to the thirty selected plants based on the 

scoring model is provided below. The score of the selected climber is highlighted. 
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Table IV. List of selected plants for the construction of healing gardens 

 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

 The present study was intended to help the botanists to make use of a mathematical method 

as a selection criterion. The same procedure can be extended for any similar application. However, it 

should be kept in mind that the parameters identified for a particular experiment and weights to be 

provided for specific parameters can be changed according to the situation and are likely to affect the 

final scores. However, the utility of the weighted product method in making appropriate decisions is 

evident.  
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